HPP Meeting Minutes
November 2, 2017
Time: 11:00am-12:00pm

- **INTRODUCTIONS – (SEE SIGN IN SHEET)**

- **STATEWIDE EXERCISE REMINDERS –ELIZABETH MERSON**
  - Please send all exercise materials to Denise Yi by November 7, 2017
  - Controllers and Evaluators Debriefing: November 9, 2017 @ 11:00am
  - Statewide Medical and Health Exercise: November 16, 2017

- **REDDINET DISCUSSION – GROUP**
  - Hospitals agreed that daily bed polling encourages staff to use ReddiNet regularly.
  - Bed Polling Provides EMS and Public Health a “snapshot in time” view of hospital status.
  - ED staff responsible for daily bed polls at Dignity hospitals; House Supervisors responsible for daily bed polls at Tenet hospitals.
  - Twin Cities, MCI polling will not populate with in facility or on multiple computers. Twin Cites is also not receiving audio alerts when an MCI occurs.
  - San Luis Ambulance needs another login so multiple users can manage the same MCI.
  - Hospitals would like to standardization of ReddiNet use across all hospitals.
  - ReddiNet customer service is not responsive when our hospitals and partners reach out to them.
  - ReddiNet works in other, larger counties.
  - EMS may be able to work on supporting field staff by managing ReddiNet during MCIs.
  - The group consented that SLO County does not use ReddiNet to its full extent; want to keep ReddiNet and work on utilizing it more.

- **REDDINET ACTION ITEMS:**
  - Hospitals and San Luis Ambulance submit technical ReddiNet issues to EMS/PHEP
  - Robin and Vince send an email to ReddiNet for a resolution.
  - EMS/PHEP staff will go to facilities to resolve and explore technical issues.

- **MEETING ADJOURNED AT 12:15**

  **NEXT MEETING: HPP**
  December 7\(^{th}\), 2017
  11:00 am - 12:00 pm
  2nd Floor Large Conference Room
  2180 Johnson Ave
  San Luis Obispo, CA